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BEHIND THE ACT

DECEMBER S, 1970

IT is not fortuitous' that incidence of violence has gone down in
Calcutta, and perhaps in West Bengal, with the promulgation of

the Prevention of Violent Activities Act. The title of the Act is an
instance of brazen hypocrisy, for it vests in the Government exactly the
same powers of which it had been deprived when the Preventive Detention
Act lapsed in the beginning of this year. In a sense, the new Act is ,
more retrograde than its predecessor for it has been rendered ineffective
against hoarders and blackmarketeers. The leftist parties being what they are
may find in this another sign of the progressiveness of the Prime Minister
~nd compete with one another in sustaining the regime she heads. In
tile plethora of protests against the measure not a word has been said
about this stealthy deletion of the sole redeeming feature of the earlier
Act. The left parties are crying themselves hoarse against the measure
and have called a Statewide general strike next week .alleging that it

/ will be applied against their cadres. The fear is more simulated than
reJ.l and is meant to preserve what these parties think is their oppositionist
image. The Government is not going to touch them for they have pur-
chased their immunity through clandestine deals. The CPM, the' most
revolutionary of them all, has done it by collaborating with the police in
hunting down the Naxalites. In this matter the CPM and the Bangla
Congress are speaking in the same voice; and it seems the good old days
of the United Front may return once ,again when the people will be regaled
by fulminations against the commOn enemy by Mr Ajoy Mukherjee and!
Mr Jyoti Basu from the same platform. The CPM Politburo's lengthy
~tatement ,apropos of a minor exchange in the Lok Sabha to declare its
repugnance of violence and to plead that its talk of counter-violence is as
toothless as that of the Congress under Gandhi shows how terribly afraid
the party's leaders have become of jail-going. No Government needs
take the bluster of such a party seriously.

The Government will say that its policy of terrOr has paid ; the
Naxalites have been made to realise the price of capture, and they were
cooling off. And having proved what ,a beast it can be, the Government
does not want to display its bestiality further. This means a change of
tactics, not of policy or ,attitude. Whether the Naxalites have been, or
will be, cowed will be known in future. But the sudden thaw proves
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In a great shaw af solidarity with
General Ne Win the Soviet Ambassa-
dor in Rangaan has came aut with
a denunciation af the mank-politician
as a CIA agent. But what the gen- ' _
tlemen in Mascaw wauld turn their
blind eyes an is the brutal pacification
campaign carried on by General Ne
Win against the cammunists-and
that with American weapans. Per-
haps this is logical far the BCP is

- I'Mbacked by Peking and that makes •..
BCP ipso facta a CIA aperative.

that much of what was being called
violence was in fact, counter-violence,
an outburst of anger at indiscrimi-
nate arrest, harassment, torture, and I
killing ; the turmoil was a sequel to
the police repression launched four
months ago. The sudden halt in the
mounting ferocity of this repression
with the promulgation of the PVA
Act sugests that the police were fo-
menting violence to provide a cir-
cumstantial justification for the Act;
murder, arson, and clashes had to con-
tinue in Calcutta to enable the Prime
Minister to secure a consensus in the
Parliamentary Consultative Com-
mittee in favour of the measure. Now
that the strategy has succeeded the
Governments at the Centre and in the
State have suddenly become sensitive
to complaints of police excesses.
The Centre is said to have advised
moderation, and within twenty-four
hours of Presidential assent to the
Bill the State Government, in its
turn, directed the police to slow
down. As a loyal agent of the Gov-
ernment, the police have listened.

The offensive against the Naxalites
will continue-in the same old fa-
shion where necessary and with the
aid of the PYA Act where possible;
they will continue ta be killed in
"inter-party clashes" and in "encaun-
ters" with the police. The new hu-
manity of the Government is nat far
them. What the Government has
called aff is mass retributian far it
has naw gat the Act which it can in-
vake against anybady it dislikes. The
Act is meant primarily ta deter the
novitiate and those in ather parties
wl1a are disillusianed by the unprinci-
pled palitics af their leaders. The
Gavernment propases ta do a goad
turn ta these Parties, and, in respanse,
they 'are, despite their public gestures
af pratest, lining up with the Gov-
ernment against the Naxalites. By
promulgating the Act the Gavern-
ment has alsa pravided them with a
pretext far a "mass mavement" in
which the accumulated anger af the
people against manths af pal ice bru-
tality may be dissolved. With no
passibility of general elections before
1972, a bit af .anti-cangressism is
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permissible palitics now. Even the
CPI is allawed to endorse a pledge ta
fight and defeat the ruling Cangress
sa that the prapased movement by
the left parties may nat appear as di-
versianary, sa that it may not be
suspected that the mavement is de-
signed mare to help than ta embarrass
the Gavernment. The leftist tirade
agmnst the Gavernment is far ensur-
ing closer harm any in future.

U Nu's Revolution

When in pawer Burma's ex-Pre-
mier U Nu was a bad administratar
and might yet prave worse if he re-
captures it. But there is na denying
his ingenuity. If there was ever a
need af an example af how ta con-
duct a liberatian struggl'e (thraugh
PR U Nu's would perhaps be the best.
Ever since he declared his intentian
ta launch armed struggle against the
'fascist Ne Win regime' at a Landan
press canference in August last year
communiques and manifestas from
the Buddhist palitician have been
falling thick and fast. Now ta make
a revalutianary use of newspaper
carrespandence calumns, he has put
the warld an' natice about the begin-
ning of his liberatian struggle through
a letter ta the Editar of the New'
York Times. U Nu has already been
running a clandestine radia statian
fram Thailand and that could have
been an ideal medium far trumpeting
about the new revolutian but ta make
sure that the people at large tuned
in their radia he chase to accept the
hospitality of the New York Times
calumns and make an advance an-
nouncement about the broadcast.
Obviausly because the Burmese pastal
services wauld nat ablige the cprres-
pandent-revalutionary, he had to
write it fram "samewhere in Thai-
land". If this piece of infarmatian
flew in the face af his supporters'
claim that since the end of October
he has been in Burma leading the
revalt, the leader cauldn't care. This
is after all a minar credibility gap
in the service af revalutian.

The nationwide revalt against the
Ne Win regime which U Nu has
been threatening for aver a year is yet
to materialise. But if this struggle
turns aut ta be the tribals' war an
Rangaon that wauld mean hardiy
anything new ta >Burm~ where Ka-
chin, Shan, Karen and Mon rebels
have been up in arms almost
ever since independence in 1948.
Accarding ta press reparts, same
leaders of these belligerent tribes
have accepted U Nu's lead ta set up
a Natianal Liberatian Front ta re-
place Ne Win's military dictatarship
with a federal parliamentary set-up
wherein the tribes wauld have the...
right af autonomy ta the extent af
having separate tribal militias. No-
bady excepting General Ne Win and
his friends wauld grudge the tribals
their legitimate rights and they might
succeed better if they cauld unite
their forces as they have supposedly
been daing under the leadership of
U Nu.' But lang befare U Nu sur-
faced a multi-tribal fighting 1 farce
came inta existence-the Narth-East
Cammand.

But Burma is not just a bundle of
tribes. U Nu has nat yet said how
the peaple of Central Burma feel
abaut his plans. Althaugh he has
nat spelt aut haw he intends, if he
has the chancer ta rescue the caun-
try from its present ecanamic aby~s,
indicatians are that he is after a Thai
model which would make Burma a
free hunting graund far American
capital. And that is perhaps why
Bangkak is talerant af U Nu.
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bouring States, what lies behind his
insistence, but to autsiders, there 'ap-
pears ta be 'a certain inhumanity about
the attitude of this popular leader.
Let's nat, however, talk 'about hu-
manity in politics. The Sheikh is
being tipped by many as the future
Prime Minister of Pakistan and why
should he miss the bus?

This is gaing to be the first elec-
tion on the one-man one-vate basis
in Pakistan. The legislators wiIl have
to draft a constitution within 120
days. If it in the opinion of
Yahya Khan, weakens the unity and
stability of Pakistan, the canstitution
will be rejected and the Martial Law
administration will continue. There
is a good deal of resentment in West
Pakistan against the demand af re-
gional autonamy for East Pakistan ;
unless there is a miracle, there is
bound to' be a deadlock. Sheikh
Mujibur ~ahman once weakened the
movement by attending the Round
Table Conference called by Ayub
Khan. Few parliamentarians ever
learn.

and helicopter charges: And the ap-
portunity came t'0 her all neat and
ready ; she did not have ta manoeu-
vre for it. But the horns an which
she put President Yahya are so ob-
viaus that the Indian help had little
chance of reaching the rotting peo-
ple in the cyclone-hit areas. The
battle af wits between the lady and
the Tartar may give us a glimpse inta
some facets af bourgeois humanism.

The latest news from Pakistan is
that the first phase of the relief mea-
sm:es has been completed, the dis-
tressed people have been taken care
of and, as President Yahya said,
there had been in East Pakistan na
starvatian, no cholera. The general
elections will be held in p.alite dis-
tance from the ravaged areas. This
is all sublime. The cyclone swept
away, afficially speaking, two lakhs of
pe0ple, unofficially twenty lakhs. It
takes little imaginatian to think what
happened to the rest. No homes, no
means of livelihood, na clothes in
winter, na water ta use without risk-
ing diseases, no future to think af.
Handfuls of atta and fistfuls af paw-
dered milk, fram Anglo-American ge-
nerosity, are the anly means af sub-
sistence. That the Pakistan Govern-
ment values its political life mare
than mere problems of existence
will go dawn in the parliamentary
annals of the warld in golden letters
but the hiatus between the latifundists
and common people will grow wider
in Pakistan.

The country is gaing to the palls
on December 7 to elect members ta
the National Assembly. Not all par-
ties will participate. A 'few days aga
Maulana Bhasani announced that his
National Awami Party would not, for
the sake of relief work. There have
been massive demonstrations in Dacca
itself ta protest against the callous-
ness of the authorities.

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman af the
Awami Party, however, insisted on
the elections. We da not know, in
the absence af any worthwhile cam-
mvnication between the two neigh-
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The lakhs of peasants and thau-
sands of 'worketl> who died in the
recent cyclane in Pakistan, come to
think of it, wauld' have died anyway

. -after the normal span of human life.
They died in circumstances which
were beyona human ~ontro1. The
vital difference however is that Na-
ture killed them at ane strake and
did not allow the feudal-bourgeois
gangs of Pakistan to kill them slow-
ly and profit by their sub-human
existence.

The people who perished are be-
yond condolences. Those who have
survived the aver-wrenching cyclone
",ertainly require all the sympathy and
help. But gestures of sarrow and
help can be sickening when these ~re
shown by people who conceivably da
not have any 10ve far them. The
cyclone has laid bare the brazen in-
humanity af the feudal-bourgeois
gangs of the sub'-continent-the in-
humanity which narmally lies hidden
to the gullible under the trappings of
liberal humanism.

Few would believe that Mrs Gandhi
was sa averwhelmed by the cyclone in
Pakistan that she released money for
aid, lifted restrictions on Pak aircraft
seeking to fly over India and offered
helicopters to help Pakistan. It was
too gaod an opportunity to miss and
Mrs Gandhi hardly last a moment to
put President Yahya in a severe vise.
It was beyond the power of puny Pa-
kistan to restore pre-cyclone condi-
tions with her own resources and there-
fore President Yahya was in no
position to refuse help fram what-
ever quarters it might come. But
c'0uld he possibly accept help fram
India without jeopardising his palitical
stance, especially when anti-Indian
propaganda was hi~ mightiest wea-
pan? And that too right before the
general elections? In thrusting him
between the Scylla af politics and the
Charybdis af flood, Mrs Gandhi had
no stake whatsoever. Not even the
Jana Sangh could have possibly cri-
ticised Mrs Gandhi's milk of human
kindness, worth one crore of rupees,'

"
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After Kerala
Inside the CPI-M the developments

have been equally interesting. The
Politbureau has indicted the Kerala .--
State unit on various counts over the •...'
mid-term elections. The Politbureau
in the first p:ace has rejected the
State Committee's assessment of the
results. Through an elaborate ana-
lysis the State Committee has tried to
prove that the party's own base was
intact and it was the combination of
the forces against it that brought
about the defeat. It was even sought
to prove that the party has gained
significantly in terms of votes. But,
the Politbureau thought that it was
just so much sophistry. In the
first place the State Committee drafted
the report on the basis of what it
wanted to tell the Politbureau and in
ju~ti'fication of its strategy and tactics,
WIthout so much as consulting the
District ,Committees ,about the reasons
for the debacle. Secondly the Po-

\ 'litbureau has come rO,und to accept-
ing the Andhra leaders' view that the
strategy itself was wrong. Before the
elections, Mr Sundarayya and Mr
Basavapunniah had pleaded that the
party should make the defeat of the
cpr the prime objective and should
make alliances right and left to this
end. But Mr Namboodiripad and
Mr A. K. Gopalan had set their sight
on the prospects of winning power al-
most independently and set themselves
two formidable tasks, power in addi-
tion to defeating the CPI. The Po-
litbureau thinks that the State leader-
ship has bungled the situation. Both
Mr Namboodiripad and Mr Gopalan
are under a cloud now. The serious

gress-R which is m the seven-party
front.

Much has been happening in the
two communist parties. The cpr is
reluctantly realising that it would have
to fight both the Congress parties si-
multaneously if it has ta be' relevant.
At least the West Bengal unit is con-
vinced of this and the Tamil Nadu
unit has taken such a tactical line for
granted for the coming civic polls.
The leadership itself seems hopelessly
divided on its attitude to the Con-
gress. It was mounting pressure on
the Congres-R for a snap poll in the
hope that such an eventuality would
force Mrs Gandhi to formalise the
Kerala-type alliance at the national
level and in the States. But there is
little enthusiasm for it now. First,
the draconian powers the West Bengal
special law confers on the adminis-
tration put the CPI in a spot and its
leadership would 'find.it hard to justify
any understanding with the Congress-
R. Secondly, the Congress-R in West
Bengal is as discredited and obsolete'
'a force as the other Congress. (In Ke-
rala, the Congres-R represents the
younger generation). Thirdly, the
Congress-R in Kerala was desperately
wooing the mini-frant while its West
Bengal counter-part has been' cold
to the idea. In Tamil Nadu, the CPl
finds it necessary to fight the Con-

Congress-O camp and some of its
MPs defect reducing it to a mere
Opposition group. To this extent her
plans have boomeranged because the
distance between the sentimental
unity-ists and those who oppose unity
has grown.

There is intense confusion all
around. The Opposition is anxiaus_rot
to give the Government any opening
for forcing ,a mid-term election. Any
minor reverse in Parliament would be
exploited by Mrs Gandhi and made
the pretext for seeking dissolution of
the Lok Sabha. So the parties are
playing it soft, stopping short of a
toppling manoeuvre because there is
the risk of a 'manoeuvre succeeding.
Last week, the Government ~urvived
a vote by nine votes, the lowest ever
in our Parliamentary history. The
danger of escalation is clear to all
these parties.

FROM A POLITICAL
CORRESPONDENT

View from Delhi

Unity Baloney

, THE unity balloon has been deflated
f ,and grounded. The Amedicans,

the Birlas and those who feel inse-
cure on either side of the Congress
fence and of course the fence-sitters
were' pining for unity while the CPI
and the Moscow lobby were denoun-
cing the moves as a big business
maijoeuvre. MoscoW saw in the
unity balloon an attempt at detaching
the so-called left in Mrs Gandhi's
party from the so-called centre. So
unity of the two Congress parties
would have been disastrous to the
programme of a national democracy
with peaceful transition to socialism
in the bargain. The Birlas and the
Americans thought that Mrs Gandhi
had come to depend too much on
Moscow and unless the Congress-O
made a gesture to restore unity tpere
was every danger of Mrs Gandhi
going left. This reminds one of the
convergence of the Cpr-M and
Swatantara interests on Mrs Gandhi's
leadership. A few months ago when
the SSP General Secretary, Mr
George Fernandes, wrote to the non-
Congress parties about the need for
'a concerted plan ~o topple Mrs
Gandhi's government, the Swatantra
Party wrote to say that it would be a
folly to attempt a toppling operation
without an alternative programme be-
cause Mrs Gandhi's exit would result
her following going over to the Com-
munists. The CPI-M wrote to say
that Mrs Gandhi's ouster would result
in her following going over to the
right parties. A Politbureau member
was saying in the lobbies that o'f about
230 MPs of Mrs Gandhi's party in
the Lok Sabha, about 180 would go
to the Congress-O, Swatantra Party
or the Jana Sangh. The fact is nei-
ther Mrs Gandhi nor the Congress-O
leadership wants unity but it suited
Mrs Gandhi lfine to abet the unity bal-
loon so that there is confusion in the



portant enough in the, Establishment
is any longer talking in terms of
containing the "monster of unem-
ployment". When he was still fresh
in the Finance Ministry, Mr Chavan
did attempt to sound brave by de-
claring his determination to stop the
price rise. Everybody laughed then,
including his own men. Today it
receives his and Mrs Gandhi's 'cons-
tant attention' ; that's about all.

Far mOre than the steps the Gov-
ernment is taking to improve the
situation, like arrangements for more
steel, confinement of further items
to the small sector and boosts to ex-
port promotion efforts, the factors
that are shaping the ecnomy more
effectively are the politics of pressure
and Mrs Gandhi's total incapacity
to take vital economic decisions.

It is time to examine the politics
o'f pressure more closely. The in-
dustrialist referred to above did
mention this factor earlier this year,
when Mrs Gandhi was still occa-
sionally sounding radical. It was ,also
the time when the Birla fertiliser pro-
ject in Goa had been given the go-
ahead signal after- longish dilly-d'ally-
ing. It was then put to the indus-
trialist if New Delhi's radical pos-
ture of the past one year was at last
giving way to 'pragmatism'. "But
you are basicaIly wrong", the gentle-
man was evidently aghast at tbe nui- .
vete of the reporter. "I do not be-
lieve", he elaborated, "that there is
any real mistrust of business by
Government. There is certainly a re-
cognition o'f the potentiality of indivi-
dual initiative and the contribution of
the private sector as a whole to the na-
tional economy. This recognition,
however, is Istrongly countered by
political pressures. And whenever
these pressures mount, Government
vacillates, delays occur ,and only
when the matter assumes urgeri8,
there is action. This is precisely
what has happened in the case of the
Birla fertiliser project in Goa." A

A.P.M.

. ~ .
Indira s Economic Realities

MRS Gandhi, when she was Mrs
Gandhi, abhorred economics.

Nobody could then have pretended
that she appreciated the intricacies
of modern economics. Now, when
power in New Delhi has concentrated
in her hands, it is only natural that
she should' rule over others in econo-
mic decision-making too. The out-
come of this situation in the past one
year or sa could have, and possibly
should have, been nothing short of
c,atastrophic. What we witness,
however, is the same, slightly erratic,
drift in the economy toward -a sort of
self-willed, as contrary to a planned,
fate. The reason for this continuity
in the main trends of the economy,
despite Mrs Gandhi's now forgotten
brave declarations at the time of
bank nationalisation, lies elsewhere
than what New Delhi proclaims from
time to time.

In a sense, there has all along
been one uniform reality in the eco-
nomy, ever since the first attempts
were made, with justifiable enthu-

-siasm, to plan India's economic deve-
lopment. A parallel politico-econo-
'mic factor has worked with consis-
tent efficiency all this time. "It is
the politics of pressure", explained 'an
industrialist recently. The politics
of pressure is a surprisingly sophis-
ticated and, so it seems in retrospect,
quite apt description of this factor.
Before the meaning of the term is
elaborated, it may be added that
Mrs Gandhi has so far failed and will
continue to fail to tackle effectively
todays' economic realities mainly be-
cause she is not capable of working
above the politics of pressure.

What are the economic realities
Mrs Gandhi faces today? Unemploy-
ment, rising prices, sagging exports,
not enough industrial investment. In
hrief, it is a planned economic deve-
lopment in which certain adverse fac-
tors are functioning so effectively
that New Delhi is now openly baffl-
ed!. It is signi'fioant that nobody im-~6, Main Road ]amshedpur-l
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party purge in Kerala does not con-
vey adequately the nature of the crsis
grIpping the party. As many as 18
district committee members have
been expelled in 'an attempt to find
" apegoats and the fact that most of
them are li~e1y to join the Congress-
R provides the most telling commen-
tary on the calibre of the CPI-M in
the State. Those who were on the
Marxist bandwagon are trying to get
off.

The politbureau thinks that the
State leadership should have tried to
come to an adjustment with the Kar-
nataka Ekikaran Samithi in the border
constituencies and honoured its com-
mitment to the ISP. It should have
also tried to wean the RSP away
from the mini-front. Mr Sundarayya
is known to have cryptically remark-
ed that if it was a question of fight-
ing for power they could have fought
alone and lost to the Congress-R ins-
tead of rehabilitating the CPI. The
results proved that the State leader-
ship did not achieve either of its ob-
jectives but had succeeded in making
the CPI respectable when it could
have -been finished as a force. In
addition to losing on both, the party
is now left with the stigma of having
entered opportunistic alliances with
forces like the Congress-O. The
State leadership could have spared
the party of this ignominy.

On the whole the Kerala members
in the politbureau are no longer in
the dominant position they were.
The Andbras are atop now. The
tussle between Namboodiripad and
Gopalan at the State level has lost its
relevance when the entire State lea-
dership stands discredited in the
eyes of the all-Inaia leadership. The
CPI-M's proximity to power in Ke-
rala and West Ben.gal seems to have
been its undoing. After all the
CPI-M is a little more than a Bengal-
Kerala party with the Andhra leader-
ship holding the strategic balance.

.for FRONTIER contact
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Steel Prices
Yes, the politics of pressure is far

more real than the impressive man-
ner in which the Planning Commis-
sion sets out to plan development of
the economy. This politics has been
determining the shape of our economy
for longer than we care to know.
The latest example of how it works
to the detriment of the economy is
shaping right now. After a long pe-
riod of haggling, the steel workers
have got a substantial pay rise.
The steel companies have immedia-
tely &taked out their claim for a pa-
rallel price rise. Till now, Mr Bha-
gat sounds tenaciously brave ,and re-
fuses to discuss the demand. But for
how long? Not a few men in the
industry I3Iro: Government are prepa-
red to predict a price rise before long.
And then what is sure to follow is a
succession of claims, from the steel
consu~ing industries, for price rises.
Simultaneously, employees of all these
industries would holler for pay rises.
And allegedly to cover these, their
employers would in turn demand 'fur-
ther prices hikes. For the uninitiated,
it would be difficult to - believe that
our economy is still influenced to
such an extent by such mini-laissez
mire escapades. To a cynic, it is all
a hi1arious merry-go-round of higher

. prices chasing higher wages. To
others, the mess is evidently getting
out of hand. Meanwhile, who is
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sad prediction, that 13.per capita con-
sumption level of about Rs. 27 per
month (at 1967-68 prices) by the
end of 1980-81,' equivalent to the
consumption level of only Rs 15 p~
month in terms of the 1960-61 prices, ./
can possibly be ~ttaineu.

It is however, the price spurt,
which has completely baffled Mrs
Gandhi and her non-government.
This is another crisis in which New
Delhi is exhibiting 'all the signs of a
resigned attitude. Every month in
the 1970 lean season has witnessed a
steady increase in the wholesale
prices. The general index of whole-
sale prices (Base 1961-62-100)
stood at 182.3 for the week ended 17
October, 1970, showing a 6.8 per
cent rise over ,a year-ago level.
It went up to 7.7 per cent. The
wholesale price index for industrial
raw materials was 196.1 in 1969-70,
a 14.5 per ce~t rise over 1968-69.
An economic newspaper has recently
concluded: "In view of the bias in
the price policy towards the producer
by means of price support by govern.:
mental :agencies, it is feared that the
price spurt may be sustained in the
coming years despite attempts at the
stabilisation of prices ... The price in-
creases can be kept under check only
if the Government thinks twice be-
fore announcing its price support
policy." .

This statement sums up the choice
before Mrs Gandhi. It also indica-
tes her limitation. Her Government
would not think twice before letting
the economy slide further toward' the
deepening gloom. For, its interests
and those of merchants and manufac-
turers overlap each other.

most sensible analysis of the realities, having the last laugh? According to
one must admit. a press report, on the very day

As 13.footnote to this candi'd ana- following the announcement of the
lysis of the realities in New Delhi, pay rise for steel workers, the prices
what may be termed the spontaneous of vegetables in the Durgapur bazar
wailing of a sugar tycoon may be re- registered a 5 to 10 per cent rise.
called. It was at the beginning of Even before the corpse is sighted,
the 1969-70 sugar season, when the vultures have started swooping down.
determination of the free sale-levy In a melodramatic vein, the analogy
ratio was being assiduously fought can be extended to the economy it-
out. "These MPs are simply fan- self. If it could be likened to a
tastic," bemoaned the exceptionally corpse, (an exaggeration, when all is
obese gentleman. "They promise saild and done), then everyone, from
support while here, but listen to their the over-fed tycoons down to emacia-
socialistic jargon when the same ted government clerks and petty
people speak in Parliament. They pedlars of smuggled' goods, is a vul-
say they must play safe while speak- ,ture feeding on it. And this inclu-
ing publicly. They can only help us des the trade unions, too. Mrs Gandhi
privately," , is very much a part of this permissive,

out-and-out campaign for profiteering.
Hers is admittedly power-oriented',
while others seek plain pelf. But
her involvement in the game, as that
of others in her company, negates the
possibility of any serious attempt by
Government to stop the rot in the
economy.

Thus, while the politics of pressure
bulldozes over sober considerations,
in which both the exploiter and the
exploited participate without inhibi-
,tions, the economic realities grow
more complex and hard to tackle.
According to the National Commis-
sion on Labour, the number of edu-
cated unemployed in December 1967
stood at 10, 87, 400. One year ago,
it was 9,17,500. Of this, 50 per
cent people were located in West
Bengal, UP, Maharashtra, Kerala and
Bihar. According to employment
exchange statistics, there has been
occurring ,a ste3ldy decline in place-
ments as a percentage of registra-
tions, from 30.3 in 1951 to 10.5 in
1968. It is now established that the
five-year plans have failed to achieve
the objective of full employment.
What is significant is that the attempt-
has now been abandoned altogether.
The Fourth Plan document does not
mention any employment target.

As a matter of fact, there is now
realisation in New Delhi that the
economy is worsening and not much
can be done about it. The Fourth
Plan document ,predicts, and it is a
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people are met." The Party's plat-
form was a ten-point programme
that spoke of meeting the needs of
housing, ed,ucation, food, the right
to bear arms, refusal to serve in im-
perialist wars, and as "our major
political objective, a United Na-
tions supervised plebiscite to be held
throughout the Black colony in
which only Black colonial subjects
will be allowed to participate, for the
purpose of determinjng the will of
the Black people as to their destiny."

The importance of the Panthers
lies in the fact that they proved
themselves capable of serving the
needs of black people better than
the government has been willing or
able to. The party has gone into the
ghetto with .an irbn 'discipline that in
itself speaks ta the black community
Of the party's potential as a political
vehicle. The party sOon won the
ear of the black community. Not
long after the party came into being,
a black youth was shot and killed by
the police in California, and the po-
lice account of the killing was con-
tradicted by about 20 eye-witness
accounts of the incident. The boy's
parents called in the Panthers to in-
vestiga,te. Just how the party func-
tions is well demonstrated by the
events that 'followed. It entreated
the enraged black community to abs-
tain from an unorganised reaction to
the 'Killing. They decided instead to
hold a street-corner rally to expose
the fact of the murder and the politi-
cal importance of self-defence. Here's \
an aCLaunt. "The Panthers, assuming
that the police would try to stop the
rally, decided to demonstrate their
point on the spot and set up armed
guards around the rally site. Hun-
dreds of black people turned out,
'many ,tarrying their own we.3.pons.
The police who came to stop the
rally quickly turned away, except 'for
one caught in the middle of the
crowd, who sat quietly and listened to
all the speeeches. I

Armed Patrols .
Armed and disciplined groups of

Panthers patrolling ghettos are a fami-
liar sight. The Panthers stress two
things about armed self-defence; first,

satial and political organisations
that emerged in the wake o'f the
civil-rights movement. Long before
his death, Martin Luther King's Gan-
dhian apparatus had been bludgeoned
to disrepute by a ruling class that res-
ponded to paci'fism WIth a fury and
violence that were bred of habit. In
King's non-violence the white ruling
class saw an old slave trying new
tricks. It had dealt with black re-
volts before, it knew what to do
now-the stick for the hard-headed
radicals and the carrot of reforms
for those who could be so bought off.
What it did not realise is that, as
Cleaver puts it (Soul on leeT, "today
the Black )l1an in America is fully
aware of his position, he does not
intend to be tricked again into an-
other hundred-year fOrfeit of
freedom."

The post civil-rights period was
marked by spontaneous rebellions by
the black people shaking the foun-
dation of virtually every major Ame-
rican city. Black people demons-

. trated that they would not settle for
less than their share-of the wealth
they helped to create. But they were
no match for an armed power that
had rehearsed the smashing of in-
surrections from the Dominican Re-
public to Vietnam, and had demons-
trated its intention to spare no ef-
forts in crushing the one now brew-
ing right at home. From the re-
pressian that followed . these ghetto
risings emerged the Black Panther
Party fOr Self-Defence in 1966.

As Huey Newton (whose recent
release on bail after a three-year
detention marks a major victory fOr
the Panther campaign to secure re-
lease of all palitical prisoners)' said
in 1967, the BPP was formed, in
part, to prevent the Black people
from being slaughtered in disorga-
nised revolts; "We're going to talk
about Black people arming themselves
in a political fashion to exert orga-
nised force in the political arena to
see to it that the needs of Black

Armed Struggle In America

~ BY and large Western leftists have
, viewed armed struggle rather
benevolently and patronisingly as the
revolutionary tool of 'the oppressed
colonies, but armed struggle in the
oppressor mother country has al-
ways been viewed from the safe dis-
tance o'f a lyrical romanticism; it is
something to be engaged in, to be
practised only by a generation yet
to be born. As the prospects of
armed revolution in the Third World

,developed in the last decade, all that
the white Western left was prepared
for, ideologically and practically, was
to stand on the sidelines land cheer-
sounding even militant at times.

The ethics of reasoning with the
imperialists is profoundly rooted, al-
most without exception, in the entire
spectrum of the Western left. The
most pathetic un'folding Of this theme
was the spectacle during .the May
revolt in France, when tbe totter-
ing bourgeoisie summoned and re-
ceived the aid of the "old left" to
re-e-stablish the power of a bankrupt
capitalist regime.

Today, in the U.S. their are signs
that the ideologioal and political
groundwork is being laid for armed
struggle, for the first time in an ad-
vanced capitalist country. If the
ranting Of the more radical sections
o'f the New Left smacked of adven-
turism, that adventurism is fast
changing under the stick of an into-
lerant ruling dass, and is being com-
pelled, as a matter of survival, to
translate radical rhetoric into action.
The far more profound and powerful
thrust toward armed struggle comes,
of course, 'from the Afro-American
community. The ghettos where they
live constitute a plot of genocide by
the power structure against the Black
people of America. To be black is
,to be a victim of 'a cold calculating
plot from birth to death.

That is why there is a Black Pan-
ther Party.

The Panthers are the most promi-
nent of a number of mack militant,

N. K. KALAM
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"Left AdventuJ:ists" ,
Apart from the conventional Mar-

xist-Leninist parties like Progressive
Labour, there is,a blossoming Of
"left ,adventurists" like the Weather-
men, Mad Dogs, MC-5 etc, groups
that advocate direct physical confron..-
tations with bourgeois institutions
and their ,armed forces. The Weather- ""
men (named from a line in a Dylan
song, "You don't need a 'Weather-"
man to know which way the wind
blows") who claim to follow Mao'
have spelled out a doctrine that runs
something like thi~;: (1) There is an
international struggle under way from ~
Vietnam to Guatemala to Palestine
directed against the world capitalist
system. (2) This Third World strug-
gle will be deci',ive in overcoming
capitalism. Therefore, the task in
the U.S. is to directly assist in this
armed struggle instead of organising
reformist movement at home, which,
acting in its national interest, tacitly
allows the genocide of Third World
Vietnams to continue unrestricted.
(3) The working class in the U.S.
benetftts from imperialism and is so-
brainwashed culturally and politically
that it is lost to the anti-imperialist
struggle. But working class youths
are potential allies, especially 5ince
they are called upon to pay with their
lives in imperialist wars. Moreover,
the impact of a new youth culture
with its values and life styles hasl
exposed these youths to an alterna-
tive social sys_tem in a way that their
parent-generation has not been ex-
posed Or receptive. (4) Ingrained,ra-
ci~m has !prevented white radicals
from plunging into an armed strug-
gle that has been forced upon the
black people and Third World colo-
nies. White radicals are not pre-
pared to pay the price they have
called on the oppressed to pay.
This is partly due to the brutal sup-
pression oT the working class over

actionary unions, a revolt which re-
resulted i'n the necessity to forge a
working-class movement. They rea-
lise that it is the only way to head
off fascism, the 1ast resort of a bour-
gois democracy that has one foot in .JF"
the grave. ~-

forced the police to withdraw.
The battle of Los Angeles awaken-

ed the black people to two facts ;
first, the white power structure will
spare no ruthlessness in attempting to
suppress their movement, and second
-,a more important lesson-the arm-
ed power of the State seems invin-
cible only when it is untested. The
Panthers argue that only the political
use of urban guerilla wartare can
muster the strength ofa people who
by the realities of America are forced
to be revolutionaries-or perish.
For black America, fascism is not a
theoretical possibility; it is something
black people live with every day of
their lives. But they also r~alise that
today they are not alone :

"Because we understand that our
struggle for our liberation is part of
a worldwide struggle being waged by
the poor and the oppressed against
imperialism and the world's chief im-
erialist, the United States of America,
we the mack Panther Party-under-
stand 'that the most effective way
we can aid our Vietnamese brothers
and sisters is to destroy imperialism
from the inside, attack it where it
breeds."

With inspir,aHon from Third World
struggles, and the growing strains in
the- American economic and social
systems, the black revolution stands
out in the vanguard of the struggle
in America, projecting the ,alterna-
tive of a socialist society. The re-
cent repression programme against
the Panthers made the black strug-
gle a catalyst for all democratic for-
ces in America. And this is what
the white power-structure 'fears most.

Already the politics of armed
struggle and Mao Tse-tung's thought
which the' Panthers translated into
reality in America have caught the
imagination of a large segment of
the white radicals. A number of
splinter group~ from the old Students
for a Democratic Society (SDS) are
making inroads in the strongholds of
the white working class. The Wall
Street Journal bemoans the fact that
the workers, especially the young
ones, inspired and instigated by the
student radicals, are increasingly
ch311enging the leadership of the re-
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that they operate within the gun law
and their constitutional right to bear
arms, and second that the arms are to
serve a political purpose and should
not be viewed solely as a military
weapon. They have restored con-
fidence and dignity of the black
people. The humiliation and harass-
ment of black men and women
by the police has tapered off in the
face o'f the threat of revolutionary
self-defence.

The Panthers' most notable achie-
vements lie in thei.[ programmes to
serve the black community-free
breakfast for children, free 'liberation
schools' for adult and young blacks
where they are taught socialist and
black history and culture, free health
clinics, legal assistance centres etc.
All of this brought the P,anthers
sympathy from the black peo
pie. The range of support for them
can be estimated from the fact that
with the onslaught of repression un-
leashed by Nixon, all sections of the
black community, including the Rev.
Abernathy, the paci'fist successor to
Dr King, caIled on it to come to the
defence of the Panthers.

Fearing thetr potential, the Nixon
administration has launched a con-
certed repression campaign. Twenty-
eight Panthers have been killed by
the police until the end of August.
The entire Panther leadership is
in jailor detention, facing
serious charges which few believe
have any roots in reality. Those
charged are most often held without
bail, or on ransom for vast sums of
money ($-100,000). Panther offices
and children's breakfast programmes
are favourite targets of the police.
The office in Los Angeles was raid-
ed by 400 men 'from the tactical
squad-most of them Vietnam vcte-
11ans with special training in urban
counter-insurgency. These 400 were
accompanied by ,an armed helicopter
hovering overhead, and an armoured
tank alongside. The target was
fourteen black men and women. The
five-hour battle was a historic one.
The blacks refused to surrender, and
suffered only minor casualties. They
held out till the black community and
the press arrived on the scene and
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Patriotism-Indian Style

tradictions in their society.
The threa~ as the ruling class sees

it is very real. The exclusive suburbs
of the elite are busy building shelters
against the coming deluge. And At-
torney-General Mitchel! has won the
applause of the radicals with his
acute insight into communist affairs.
Hasn't he stated his willingness to
tra:de, 'any cLa;y,'these long-haired,
mifitant, revolutionary communists for
"wel1behaved Soviet communists?"

exactly of which mineral) of his mar-
riage, and recalled, by suitable anec-,
dotes, the secrets of his happy married
life. Great man that the learned
editor was, he also recalled how he
managed to pass his only examina-
tion-the Matriculation-by playing
the tabla for the kirtan of his head-
master. There was tremendous clap-
ping all around. It was time for the
speaker to meet the British journa-
lists. But the editor was patriotic
enough not to forget the epitaph. He
said: the Deshbandhu was a great
man and knew the Editor's uncle-a
Mahatma-so well th~,t he would not
do anything without consulting the
Mahatma; so much so that the Ma-
hatma's editorial office was the centre
of Deshbandhu's political activities.

Thus ended the C. R. Das Memo-
rial Lecture in London, in 1970, the
centenary of his birth.

A couple of davs later I saw a pro-
minent headline in the editor's own
newspaper, ed'('~d in other papers
also, 0'£ the v~r.dalism of the Naxali-
tes in Calcutt;:! who threatened to be-
head Deshbandhu's statue; it was a
shame on the glorious heritage of
Bengal, salr] the entire Indian press
which were on to recall Bengal's glo-
rious p~<:t and compared it with its
degenf'n,te present.

>(0 'fo

Thi') also happened in England, like
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thorn in the side of the ruling class
to destroying th3t class and creating
a new society. In the short run they
hope to mobilise armed resistance
against U.S. interventions in the
Third World and in the black ghet-
tos. In the long run they hope to
build a revolutionary organisation and
revitalise the struggle of the white
working class which, thanks to the
Vietnamese, is becoming increasingly
conscious of the irreconcilable con-

IT happened in London. In an
exclusive Indian stud'ents' hos-

tel. The occasion was the C. R.
Das Memorial Lecture ,to celebrate
the centenary of the Deshbandhu's
birth. An eminent proprietor-editor
of an equally patriotic Calcutta news-
paper had been booked for days in
advance to deliver the lecture. About
a hundred patriotic Indians dressed
in 'the best Indian fashion-C'arnaby
Street three-pieces-sat solemnly ac-
ross the inner tables awaiting the
learned peroration.

He began the C. R. Das Memorial
Lecture by recal1in~ that the day also
happened to be the jubilee (I forget

The Chairman introduced the
Chief Gue~t recalling how great a
man the latter was and how emi-
nently qualified he W"lS to speak on
the occasion. The Chief Guest arose
to speak, from under the garlanded
portrait of the Deshhandhu, following
thunderous apnhmse from the audi-
enre. The speaker apologised for his
inryb:Jitvto speak on the' occasion and
belfore his statement could be mis-'
understood as Vaishnavite modesty,
clarified: a group of British journa-
lists were waiting to meet him and of
course, being a good Indian, he could
not disappoint foreigners. But since
he h'ld earlier condescended to gI3ce
the occas1on he would neither dis-
appoint his audience.
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the past thirty years. This has so
demoralised the American working
class that they have come to believe
in their imposed: impotence. (5)
Only in the cour~e of armed struggle
will the confidence of the workers be

""'-"testored. Only by inflicting wounds
on the arm,ed power of the State can
its vulnerability be er.:posed. Only
by demonstrating their willingness to
'fight will the white radicals convince
the black revolutionaries that they
mean business.

The Weatherman (and Weather-
women) went to Chicago to take on
the city's notorious police force. In
pitched battles fought between the
cops and small elusive groups of

'Weathermen, the radicals came out
on top, inflicting heavy injuries on
the police. This was the first time
that white demonstrators had got the
better of the police and at the same
time demonstrated that it does not
take much to bring the delicate me-
chanism o'f a modern metropolis to a
halt. Soon aftcr this incident the
'Weathermen went underground', to
organise in their communities, from
small collectives and Weathercells.
They have since claimed credit for
hundreds of bombings of capitalist
shrines like GE, GM, Chase Man-
hattan Bank etc. and various mili-
tary-industrial research and 'produc-
tion units. Trains transporting military
hardware are favourite targets as are
power-lines leading to war-related in-
dustries. Whatever the criticism to
be levelled against the Weathermen
and other such groups, they have
served a purpose in demonstrating
conclusively that the war machine of
the imperial motherland is highly
vulnerable to domestic insurgency-
especially since the expertise of the
miltants is derived from the training
and experience of their enforced mis-
sions in Indochina. Their revolu-
tionary practice in the metropolitan
centres may well evolve an hitherto
undeveloped strategy, as capitalism
chokes itself to death in the process
of smothering the revolt at home.

Th'e radicals have no illusions
about the revolutionary potential of
the American working class. They
have a long way to go from being a



India was outraged, though by a
delayed reaction. Calcutta's honour
became the last refuge of patriotic
Indians. Retribution came hard, if
not swift; Louis Malle and the BBe
paid for their tactlessness.

About two months elapsed. The
BBC became bolder in its pursuit of
focusing the truth, though not the
whole truth, about the exotic
aspects of life in the once
brightest jewel in the Crown.
What is this happens to be
one of the more innocuous of the
English pastimes: to view their colo-
nies set in the twilight between the
Empire and the Commonwealth from
:across their island where the sun ne-
ver shone and never set.

The situation is i~'fevocab]y arrived
at in New Delhi; it could have been
in Washington in the case of Viet-
nam, but perhaps only ten years back.
So what? All that is a decade out
of da te for. the Capitol Hill is still
operational far the North Block.
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The decision was unanimous. The
Allies, under a common threat to the
system, patched up their internal con-
tradictions although each of them
had their own differences as to how .
to deal with the new menace and also
how to insulate it from a 'possible do-
mino effect. All the erstwhile de]in-
quent children had grown up to be
responsible citizens. Mother India's
foresight and indulgence paid off
rich dividends.

Steel Market

Durgapur-4

Statesman Office

The classic all-purpose blueprint to
deal with such situations prepared
by the Holey (no printer's devil)
Trinity of the Pentagon, Capitol Hill
and the CIA was dusted off the cup-
hoards. The preface said: the stick
and the carrot; and so it was.

f..
The operative part was simple, in

fact so simple as to appear almost
textbookish. Deny the right of self-
determination to the people as long
as the people elect inconvenient re-
presentatives, even under the present
polling system; play up the question
of law and order fOr those to whom
known injustice is preferable to an

For FRONTIER contact

S. P. CHATTERJEE

same Bengal only five years back.
The people had enough to eat, enough
time to produce award-winning films
and plays, good footballers, gay night
life and all that life could ask for.
What a degenerafion! And how
soon I

How can law and order prevail in
a society where Bengalis would kill
Bengali industrialists and jotedars for
the sake of Bihari, Oriya, or UPian
workers and Santhal peasal,lts? How
can, for that matter, law and order
prevail when so many would stake a
share in what has till now been so
peacefully distributed among the few?

Mother India, with her abundant
indulgence for the prodigal children,
said: 'You are my sons.. Peace be
with you'. After a11 juvenile delin-
quency was a fact of life, and what
was needed to tackle such problems
was a requisite admixture of social
welfare and corrective detention.
After alI these children were follow-
ing the known rythm of life and,
above all were sources df potential
strength in a future adversity.
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How far-sighted the Mother was ?
This happened in Bengal, in Cal-

cutta ; it could as we11have happened
in Vietnam, in Saigon. The people
were no longer playing the same
tune ; no longer the ca]ssical music
with permissible aberrations but vul-
gar pop music without following any
rules of the same. It was insanity,
pure and simple.

, Yet, the situation was so much
simpler and life so much rich,er in the

People were not talking of lan-
guage, caste, religion or race; not
being restrained by any reminder of
their glorious heritage, believing in
no myth of territorial-!pvereignty and
in no God except the one, they be:
live, who could deliver them from
their present miseries. Stude"ts no
longer studied what they felt was use-
less, teachers did not teach for the
very same reasons, clerks no longer
felt any compulsion to circumvent
their alienation, workers no longer
calculated their social obligations in
simple arithmetical terms, the pea-
sants no longer toiled to reap others'
fruits. There were far too many peo-
ple thinking about the society than
is good for its functioning. It was
sheer confusion and chaos.

. J10

These events occurred in the geo-
graphically contiguous landmass call-
ed India. The Dravidians said:
'Glory to Tamil', 'Tamil at all costs'
-otherwise to hell with the nation.
The Heartlanders said Hindi is more
important than a dubious mother-
hood, the Dravidians must be forced
to be free and learn Hindi. A sec-
tion among them said that Mother
India being what she was, begot ille-
gitimate children; such progenies
had to be legitimised through nation..-
alisation. The warriors from the
north shouted for a Homeland : their
opponents reacted with ca11s for le-
bensraum. The Peshwas said 'Ham-
chhi Bombaii'.

so many other important Indian ev-
ents which still keep happening on the
isl&.nd-~rom Chapnel swimming to
rernography on stage. The BBC had
screened one of the most artistically
',atisfying films on life in (no oh!)
Calcutta. Louis Malle had focused
his camera on some of the most sen-
sitive aspects of life in this city and
viewed them with a warmth that can
at least be called rare for non-Cal-
cuttans in recent times. It was the
most artistic authentication of the
old theme: Nehru's "nightmare
city" now the "world's greatest mass
of urban decay".
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The two new West Bengal Acts have
apparently been a godsend to the
fourteen parties forming the two
combinations of six ,and eight. They
could not have come at a more op-
portune time because things had
started to flag somewhat. Sundry
killings here 'and there notwithstand-
ing, there was creeping over the ge-
neral public a feeling of apathy sha-
ken only by some local horror and
resulting in a local bandh. Far the

timents. The pay-off it appears
came at the end of Prof Bose's inau~
guraladdress when he bestowed the
tit!e of 'Karmavirottama' on Sir Biren
Mookerjee 'amongst others for his
'outstanding professional achieve-
ments and life-long dedicated ser-
vice to the cause of engineering and
technology.'

The irony of this seems to have
been lost on both the learned Profes-
SOr 'and the self-styled saviour of
West Bengal, Mr B. B. Ghosh. Not
so long ago, workers of Sir Biren's
companies were starved into submis-
sion after about seven months of
strike. To come to the present, in
the context of Mr Ghosh's homilies
on employment and improvement of
transport in Greater Oalcutta, the
veteran Bengali industrialists group
of companies als-o include the Martin
Burn Light Railways. The lines have
already been closed down with
1,300 becoming unemployed. On
top of that, according to the Ruling
Congress's own MP. Mrs Purabl
Mukherjee, they 'had' not been paid
provident fund, gratuity 'and compen-
sation for closure.' There is talk of
taking out the rail tracks and making
roads over them to run buses. We
know what comes out of such plans.
In any case the out of jobs remain
out of jobs.
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Calcutta Diary

CYAN KAPUR

DEVELOPMENT of Calcutta of
late has become a subject for

endless speeches in which both char-
latans ,and politicians delight. It is
no wonder then that this should ins-
pire the mock-Chief Minister of West
Bengal, Mr B. B. Ghosh, who also
happens to be the Chairman of
CMDA, to express some pious wi-
shes at ,a seminar organised by the
Association of Engineers. In a rare
burst of frankness, Mr B. B. Ghosh
is reported to have said that very
little had been done to implement the
various schemes for solving the va-
rious problems such as housing,
transport, sanitation and so ori.

Mr Ghosh, however, expressed
the hope that things could be im-
proved if all concerned tried their
hest. It was in general an appeal to
all and sundry to co-operate with the
Government of Advisers and to the
industrialists in particular to expand
their 'activities. As for the unem-
ployed, aU Mr Ghosh could tell them
was to take whatever work is offer-
ed, conveniently forgetting that no-
thing in fact is offered. Further Mr
Ghosh was kind enough to offer an-
other bit of advice, probably' to
counter this argument. He would
like all manual work to be done by
the people of this State. How, Mr
Ghosh? Would you like our engi-
neering graduates to take up the work
of cleaning the garbage of CMDA ?
And the other educated young men,
should they go about rampaging
around like the Shiv Sena in Bom-
bay, fighting to drive out the workers
who happen to be from other States?
So that the fragile unity of workers
and employees should be smashed
once for aU ? Indeed, reaction's age-
old weapon is still the same : Divide
and rule.

With Mr Ghosh of course we
know where we stand. But it is s1d-
dening to find that Prof Sat yen Bose
National Professor, could inaugurat~
such a function and echo similar sen-

unknown system of justice; create lo-
cal allies like Dieum, Kyfi and Thieus
(like our so many Ghoses and Mu-
kherjees) far those having a stake
in power; give money to spend to
those having a stake in spending
others' money. Thus, having ap-
peased all the gods terrorise the ex-
pendable mortals tl) silence and bribe
the hungry into obedience. After all
the city has to be saved for the coun-
try; the inhabitants are expendable.
Escalate the confrontation, impose
punitive fines aod curfews, shoot
them at sight.

It is the same old story all over
again, including even the minute de-
~ails like the inevitable McNamara
visit, change of ambassadors as sc-
apegoats from Taylor, Cooper etc etc
and the kicking of the Commander
upstairs. The decision of New Delhi,
backed up by its Allies, must suc-
ceed like that of Washington. The
Dharamviras, Dhavans and Sens are
no worthier than the Taylors, Coo-
pers and Westmorelands.
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But New Delhi and its Allies have
to still await the answer from Wa-
shington and its Allies to the prob-
lem of 'too little too late' and to the
more imporatnt problem of how 'to
deal with the historical phase of cOm-
munism where it coincides with the
lowest common denominator of the
basic aspirations of the common man,
in content, if not in form call it na-
tionalism or any other conve-
nient neutral terms.

Recalling such apparently uncon-
nected events, which manifest a re-
vealing pattern, one is reminded of
Toynbee's categorisation of history as
a tapestry of recurring patterns. But
so also are its blunders. So why read
the dustheap that is history?

DURCAPADA DAS

Basirhat R. N. Road
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rest, it is business as usual. For
with its many virtues, Calcutta has
its own pes;uliar vices. The ease with
which the city oan learn to live. with
practically anything is one. Polemics
apart, there has been markedly poor
general public revulsion at the kil-
lings, even those where the hand of
the police is suspected. Whatever
the Police Commissioner might say a

- fear psychosis has started working
and people no longer feel free to
speak their minds at an times and <:11
places. Nor do they feel at ease to
go to places where they are not
known Or which they do not know
well enough. When such a situation
develops, 'anything can happen. The
road more often leads to fascism
than a proletarian revolution.

Let us be thankful, then, for the
December 8 harraI. Even though it
was preceded by much that made
little sense. All's well that ends
well. We shall have our extra holi-
day 'again after some months. Chil-
dren and young men can play in the
streets, at least mast of them. The
CPI 'will have proved it is no
less revolutionary than anyone else.
It can both 'fight the Congress-R and
join forces with it. Have we not
already seen the astonishing specta-
cle of the polished Comrade Bhupesh
Gupta going around the streets of
Calcutta to demonstrate against the
two Acts, no doubt to return to Delhi
to laud the progressive role of the
Congress-R ~

Whatever else December 8 might
mean, it does not mean that the two
combinations have again joined
hands against the forces of reaction
far good. Lest we should think so,
the two combinations were very
careful not to issue a joint state-
ment. They seem to have learnt
nothing and forgotten everything.
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State, but it c,an scarcely 'be ignored.
Modern Indian culture is supposed,

in cert3in recent accounts, to reflect
the mentality of a parasitic middle-
class, beholden to the imperialists for
their very existence. This culture is
snobbish towards the peasantry, and
fails to achieve true solidarity with
them. I 'find that account rather too
simplisti.c. The premises of that
theory cannot throw much light on a'-
large variety o'f facts. I have chosen
here for the sake of illustration Bib-
huti Bhushan Bandyopadhyaya's fic-
tion, or a part of it.

It seems to me that Bibhuti Bhu-
shan reacted against the fashions of
that dominant middle-class culture
with its strong bias towards abstract
idealism. His point of view may be
described' as a kind af populism, no
accidental trend in our recent history.
This sort of populism seems to be a
major strand in the rag-bag of Gan-
dhism: the 'socialist element' in
Gandhi stems, not from a realistic
analysis of contemporary Indian so-
ciety, but from an idealized vision of
the simple and well-knit life of the
village community, purged of its dis-
agreeable features. That sort of
'socialism', like the 'feudal' and the
'true' socialism denounced by Marx,
appeals from the cash nexus of capi-
talist society to the real social rela-
tions of -the past, often extensions and
duplications of kinship ties. It is not
explicity anti-imperialist, sC3rcely re-
volutionary, is probably calculated,
in the ultimate an~lysis, to suppress
revolutionary stirrings among the pea-
sant masses. But it has a distinct
edge upon the dominant middle-class
ideology traceable to Rammohun
Roy. It is closer to the life and cul-
ture of the rural masses, which pro-
bably accounts for Gandhi's superb,
magician-like rapport with them for
decades.

Bibhuti Bhushan
Indian

HIREN GOHAIN

THE heritage of the so-called
Indian Renaissance of the 19th

century has now come in far a sharp
reappraisal, not a moment too soon.
The new turn in the history of our
society and the practical imperatives
it compels upon Us dictate this re-
appraisal. But the results of that re-
appraisal seem to me unsatisfactory.
The approach itself is so schematic as
to falsify our knowledge of that
period. A f'ew iall-purpose slogans
have gained currency. They are nO
substitute far a grasp of concrete,
living reality, gathered from adequate
analyis and investigation.

My field is literary criticism where I
search for that reality or an image of
it. I am aware a good deal of it is
ideology in the sense of false consci-
ousness. But I feel sure that in so
far as it is literature it will also chal-
lenge the conventions of mere ideo-
logy. Besides, the presence of that
truth in literature is immediate, con-
crete, sO that structures of perception
and thought remain hidden, implicit.
For example, it is not enough to say,
vulgar Marxist fashion, that Shakes-
peare's history-plays reveal the emer-
gin~ pattern of powerful monarchy
out of the chaos of baronial strife.
The unenviable condition of the
'lucky' kin?s is no decorative com-
plication. The tense, sleepless and
haunted figures of the kings, despi-
sing their office in their heart of
hearts, yet unable and unwillinQ: to
relinquish it, betray the alienating
effect on the human person of the
Renaissance State. There you have
an implicit humanist criticism of the
dehumanizing Dower of the State as it
tends towards centralization and
seoaration from the body of society.
The mydieval State was embryonic in
comparison. The sardonic humanist
criticj~m, of course, does not }!Oso
far as to advocate 'abolition' of the
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from home, discover the thrill of the'
telegraph and the romance of the
train. The next film Aparajita is do-
minated by the image of the train-
hurtling across iron bridges, streak-
ing away In the distance, snaking
into. the village. Ray has simply
brought out the latent contradiction
in the village life Bibhuti Bhushan
kept subdued in the atmosphere of
nastalgia. One is reminded here of
Marx's dramatic observations on the
impact of the railway on traditianal
Indian life.

But the dominant theme of Smritir
Rekha, indeed of Pather Paneha4i, is
the sad beauty of a life that is gone.
(This is a rather stupid generalisa-
tion, but it cannot be helped.)

There is a pawerful dase of sheer
nostalgia here, but the author's pity

. does nat degenerate into self-pity.
He is concerned here with other lives,
obscure, unaided in their grim strug-
gles, and naw vanished. He evokes
and makes real not only their suffer-
ings and their transient and transcen-
dent joys, but their fundamental out-
loak, their unconscious philosophy.
The dreamy haze playing around the
vivid details also suggests a fatalistic
serenity, a sense of the insigni'ficance
of the individual, a social attitude
that healed quarrels and rifts like a
gentle river, and an ambience that
drowned the jealousies and the spite-
ful intrigues in a sense of larger life,
subduing 'evil' (with its capacity for
creation according to Hegel and the
hard-headed Engels) to a broad to-
lerance bardering on apathy. (Bi-
bhuti Bhushan caricatures himself
in Adarsha Hindu Hotel, where quie-
tism is cloying, poisonous.)

In Smritir Rek~la some of the posi-
tive elements of that populism appear
in crystalline observations and mus-
ings. In these entries Vedantic idea-
lism and the longing for the infinite
are transfOrmed into. a love of human
life in all its historic variety. The
many recallections of his own child-
hoad, his parents, relatives, acquain-
tances and neighbaurs are the links
between his mature self and the far-
gotten lives of those millions who had
lived and died in the villages of Ben-

venture--feelings ,and themes hardly
in tune with the poetry of the inten-
sely local rural lile. The entry dated
January 22, 1928 reads:

"If ane feels the need from one
point of view of a simple homely life,
from another point of view one may
not ignore the need in this life of
light, art, beauty, music ... " I sus-
pect here a dawning consciausness
that life reduced to utter simplicity
may turn out to. be barbarous. An
even more startling confession, break-
ing off a moving nostalgic passage
recalling childhood life in the village,
expresses disgust at his awn weak-
ness for that life:

"The life without adventure, in a
dull even tenor-what kind of life is
that? The Lord save me from that
pampered, effeminate, monotonous
life!" (August 9, 1927)

On a few other occasions he con-
trasts the pettiness of that life with
the energy and elan of the life of
European cxplarers. The enthu-
siasm, a little Boy-scoutish, was ins-
pired by the great explorers' and pio-
neers of the age of imperialism, dri-
ven across continents by a strange
urge we cannot directly connect with

_ the drive for sources of cheap raw
material and profitable markets.

Romance of the Railways
The pOpUlIst VISiOn of the past

carries idealised. memories simply be-
cause that past retreats and abandons
the visionary on the threshald of ca-
pitalism. Gandhi's Hind Swaraj was
a violent reaction against 'science',
'machinery;, and 'railways' and 'the
acquisitive urge', attributed to the
wicked Westerners. Smritir Rekha
records almost on every page Bibhuti
Bhushan's intense preoccupatian with
the mystery of time and change.
What did people do. and think a
thausand years aga? What will they do.
thousand years ago? What will they
do and think and feel five hundred
wiith wonder, excitement, weariness,
anxiety and serene acceptance. It is
to Satyajit Ray's credit that the rhy-
thm of rural joys and sorraws in his
Pather Panehal,! recede far a glorious
moment when the childr,en, away
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The point of convergence between
Gandhian ideas and the world of
Bibhuti Bhushan are rather mllre
numerous than we are prepared to
accept calmly. Trheir attitude to-

. wards the village and the villager is
~ot that of patronage but of identi-

fication. Gandhi's 'attitude' towards
the mandarins Of the Indian Renais-
sance and towards their heir Tagore
was respectful, but not a little quizzi-
cal. Bibhuti Bhushan, as I shall state
more amply in a little while, reacted
in a similar way to the dominant way
of thinking of the mandarins, espe-
cially to their variety of idealism.
Both of the11] are attracted to the
simple, contentcd life, the life in inti-
In'ate touch with the earth. The do-
minant ideal of conduct for both is
pacifist, and both shrink from debate
and conflict. Society is pictured in
terms of mutual aid and 'love'. The
intellect is considered an unhelpful
ally. The poverty, ignorance, supers-
tition and intolerance af the village
are treated with humorous in:lulgence

'if not sentimentalized. To. Gandhi
modern medicine is not simply ex-
pensive, it is as bad as quackery.

Like all sincere pseuda-socialist be-
liefs populism of this type was also
not without its contradictians. Gan-
dhi strock many af his cantempara-
ries as a kind of chameleon. Bibhuti
Bhusan pays dutiful ham age to. the
ideals and the leading representatives
of the so-called Indian Renaissance,
and tries desperately to 'keep abreast
of' the latest trends in reading and
thinking in mofussil towns and out of
the way places. Smritir Rekha, a
series of jottings from the periad
1924-1928, the period during which
Pather Panch-ali was written, habi-
tually yakes together Sankaracharya
and Galileo-they are both savants,
seekers after enlightenment, adven-
turers of the spirit, and the peculiar
idealist syncretism af the Indian Re-
naissance is dutifully followed by
Bibhuti Bhushan. These notes, as
well as the haunting Aranyak (,any
influence of Hamsun's Pan?), reveal
an intense romantic wander-lust, a
fascinated interest in the primitive,
and a visian af life as an infinite ad-



gal. In an entry dated December
23, 1925, he alludes to the dumb su-
ffering through so many ages of mil-
lions of lives, obscure and unregard-
ed. In another entry dated February
4 1926 he remarks that the truest, ,
joy comes froJV.sharing the suffering
of the lost and the poor, the defeated
and the humiliated. Two days later
he speaks again of the poverty, dis-
appointment and humiliati'0n of mil-
lions of unknown lives, those "whose
tears sparkle in the mO'0nlight, whose
sights make heavy the sultry air of
summer". The sympathy is genuine
and profound. But the vision of
human me that it embraces is not-
ably lacking in efforts to. transf'0rm
life. No wonder the heroic ardours
and exertions of Rabindranath's Gora
are entirely f'0reign to those who
suffer eloquently in Bibhuti Bhu-
shan's fiction, in a story for example
like Mouriphul, poignant a~d passive
evocation of man's cruelty to man.

Like anotJJer outstanding populist,
Dostoevsky, (to be sure from a dif-
ferent climate and country), Bibhuti
-Bhushan also' exalts the innocence
and humility of such lives. Like Dos-
toevsky he expresses keen distrust af
the arrogance of the intellect, and its
abstractions. Dostoevsky made vi-
vid, memorable 'figures of those ruled
by their' egatism and pride of the
intellect. Bibhuti Bhushan's evoca-
tions are definitely in the minor
made, but, the distrust of the intel-
lect is none the less keen. In the
story called Nastik the philosopher
deeply versed in ancient l'0re searches
in vain for the key to the mystery of
being in the brilliant illusions af the
intellect. The reader has a feeling
that wisdam lay in the poignantly
tender recollection of his childhood
sweetheart whom he had wronged
and bullied, now recalled in anguish-
ed yearning as he lies on his death-
bed.

-I am unable to recall the title of
/ another story where there is a pointed

contrast between the pers'0nality of
the hero's aunt, handsome, fair, "cul-
tured," and alo'0f, as though afraid
of the touch af other human beings,
and a srwman from a despised tribe,
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unlettered, but brimming with spon-
taneous warmth and vitality. The
touch of his hand seems to the hero's
senses like a taste '0'£ 'heavenly sweet-
ness' and he is nat to forget it all
his life. The intellectual mysticism of
the educated had apparently failed to
open the hidden channels of lave and
fellow-feeling.

My last example will be that won-
derful story, Drabamayeer Kashibas.
Throughout the author adopts the
p'0int of view of the illiterate village
woman and shows her superior to the
town-bred woman, aristocratic, edu-
cated, prisoner of intellectual dactrine
and devotion. The latter seeks sal-
vation through Upanishadic words,
complicated spiritual exercises .and
studied mortification of desire. This
non-attachment, so dear to genera-
tions of educated people in Bengal
.and the rest of India, is monstrous
absurdity in the eyes of the village
woman, who watches her fellow-pil-
grim in growing disbelief, indignation
and contempt. Th'0ugh the educated
woman seeking Vedantic salvation is
sophisticated in sOme respects, in
other respects her reactions are rigid
and simple, in other respects her re-
actions are rigid and simple. She
lacks the rich sensu'0US life of the
village-woman. The latter's incapa-
city for abstraction goes with a deep
appreciation of the concrete. Her le-
mon bush, the cow in her shed, her
kinsmen and neighbours, the fig tree
in her garden continue to haunt her,
and her spiritual ignorance turns in
the author's hands into a kind of
grace.

HumOUr plays around such figures
like a caressing light. The village
elders sit together in the evening in
the chandi-mandap, and to the con-
tented mutterings of the hookah join
their lazy gossip: has anyone seen
a mountain? What does a mountain
l'0ok like? ... But their very immer-'
sian in their petty existence seems
like an assurance against the follies
of the new Vedantic learning.

Addendum: The attitude of won-
dering incomprehension towards the
revolt led by Titu Mia in Ishamoti,

that massIve exercise in nostalgia,
clearly defines, the limits of populism.
Populism, after all, is a middle-class
fad. (H.G.)

Book Review

TRIBAL, FOLK AND ~LASSICAL

COMPARA TIVE research into the
correlations between tribal, folk

,and sophisticated music gives rise to a
new field of study. Music created,
practised and enjoyed by the primi-
tive and semi-primitive non-Aryan
ethnic groups '0f India in their respec-
tive languages forms the subject-
matter of cthno-musicology which haJ
a direct bearing on regi'0nal folk'
music and an indirect bearing on
classical Indian music.

Although nothing has been expli-
citly stated in the ancient scriptures
of Indian classical music, yet, 011 the
strength 9f semantological evidence,
it can be safely inferred that it drew
extensively upon the fund af folk
music at the time of Matanga's Bri-
haddeshi in the 7th century A.D.
when the old classical Jati system of
illYsic of Bharata's Natyashastra had
already declined. The TIiames of
ragas Gurjari (of Gujarat), Bangali
(of Bengal), Bihari (of Bihar),
Saindhavi (af Sind), And)zri (of
Andhra), Kalingada ('0f Kalinga),
Marhatta (of Maharashtra) etc.
may be cited in support of Our argu-
ment. The relationship between folk
and classical music can hardly be
exaggerated. Of course it is to be
remembered that such tunes as were
compased of not less than five notes
were considered fit to be admitted
into the raga pantheon.

What happened to the tribal tunes
and tone-motifs?, As is well known,
primitive musical 'forms all the warld
over resemble one another in that
they are generally composed of one
to (our taneSi. The IndIan archi-
pelago has an enormous reservoir of
primitive music-from the paleo-
lithic Andamanese to the modern,
acculturated Santhals and Oraos.
Primitive music is highly ritualistic
and communal, being almost akin to
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lism. This betrayal led Bhasani to
farm the NAP and from the very day
the party was born I was with him.
The ideals which the NAP should
follow were :

(a) It would not use provincialism
and religious feelings) as political
levers.

(b) Considering the peculiar geo-
graphical, linguistic and cultural
structure of the Pakistan State, it
would work and fight for equal de-
velopment of the different regions of
the country.

(c) It would force the Govern-
ment to withdraw from all the mili-
tary pacts of American imperia.
lists. It would liberate the people
from the exploitation of the capitalists
and feudal lords and establish peo-
ple's rule. Although the NAP's pro-
gramme against feudal exploitation,
the exploitation which we consider to.
be the greatest impediment to our
liberation and progress, had many
weaknesses, it announced its deter-
mination to establish socialism on the
very grave of exploitation.

Since then, during the past fifteen
years the party has passed through
many events ; far instance, it split
into two groups and it participated 'in
the anti-Ayub movement of 1968-69.
The movement which started under
the leadership of the NAP and at
the initiative of its three organisa-
tions, i.e., the Sramik Federation, the
Krishak Samity and the Students'
Union, against the tyranny of Ayub,
took within a short time the shape of
a great mass upsurge.

Although the role of the NAP in
that mass upsurge was not always up
to the expectations of the people, yet
it deserves credit for its acceptance
of some important decisions. It
boycotted the election of Basic
Democrats and also the Round
Table Conference. This enhanced
the prestige of the NAP and attracted
the attention of the people in greater
number towards it.

But that was not enough. That
was not the end. As a result of the
great upsurge Ayub was ousted from
his place at vantage but nothing has
been done to incapacitate the imperia_

as honest as it is praiseworthy, though
not exhaustive and complete. The
selection of songs lacks primitive speci-
mens though one Andamanese song
has been translated without 1<1 cor-.
responding notation. The notations
of the 'basic scale' patterns given
in the book ought to have been more
elaborate and accurate just like a no-
tated song in order to determine
their tendency of progression. For
future guidance the field team would
be better advised to employ string
instruments and professional nota-
tionists so as to obtain better accu-
racy of the gamakas of the songs neg-
lected in this monograph. Very few
people wiU agree with the author
when he places Tagore-music mid-
way between folk and sophistioated
music-hasn't Tagore music all the
traits of sophistication? He is also
mistaken in referring to Pandit Ra-
tanjankar as a late personality be-
cause he is stiH very much alive.

H. OIAKRABORTY

Clippings

Voice From E. Pakistan
(Newspapers. and journals publish-

ed in Pakistan are hard to come by,
not to speak oif party documents.
This is why an abrid~ed version of
the statement in which Toai/za an-
nounced VIisresignation ifrom the Bha-
Semi NAP !some time ago ,is given be-
low. TorJha now leads one the 'ex-
tremist parties in East Pakistan.)

AT present there are some ques-
tions and iUusions in different

political circles, especially among the
s~mpathisers of the Pakistan Na-
tional Awami Party regarding the
present role of that party.

The National Awami Party enter-
ed the arena of Pakistani politics at
a very critical moment, when Mr S.
Suhrawardy, the Awami League lea-
der, became the Prime Minister and
in his eagerness to serve American
imperialism completely forgot his
duty to the nation, his vows of li-
berating the teeming mil1ions from
the shackle~ of capitalism and feuda-/

~Ethno-musicology and India
Indian Publications. Price Rs 12.50

magic land incantation. When the
same ~oup mixes with a more
advanced population they take to
agriculture and "their culture-pattern

,also goes through a comparatively
high stage of development. Think of
the agriculturised Gonds, Bhils and
Santhals. This process of change in
the mode of food-production brings
a process of acculturation by which
their shorter musical scales are len-
gthened like those of their agricul-
turist neighbours. This is how such
primitive tunes as Gondakriya, Gond-
mallar, Bhairava, Kedar, TOdi, Nay-
aki Kanada etc. found their entry

.into the classical fold. Folk music
is the workshop where tribal tunes
are expanded and then -exported to
the classical land. This process has
been going on ever since the 7th
century A.D.

Ethno-musicology and seman to-
logy can illuminate the obscure cham-
bers Of Indian classioal music. For
instance, raga IVrindabani Spranga
does not take the 'E' flat. There is
wide controversy regarding the cor-
rect tone-structure of Gunkali (Gond-
kriya of old days). Even in the 15th
century Bhairava was la pentatonic
scale. Analysis and study of these
tribal songs can shed immense light
On the obscure evolution of these and
such other ragas.

From primitive or tribal music to
folk music and from there to classical
ragas is a long-drawn process in
course of which the tone-structures
and: their songs lose much of their
original flavour and on the other
hand acquire many new tonal quali-
ties by which they become full-fledged.
ragas. It is almost impossible to
imagine how raga &hairavi or Sudh
Todi looked like as sung bY'their ori-
ginal singers in the background of
their communal festivity. It is here
that ethno-musicology. oan come to
OUr rescue. But unfortunately very
little has so far been done in this
field of musical enquiry.

Mr Sudhibhusnan Bhattacharya's
first attempt~ in this field has been
--------.



lists, the feudal lords and the capi-
talists from corrupting and coercing
the people. Only an individual and
his government have been removed.
This has been done to throw dust into
the eyes of the people and to run
secretly that very old administration
and exploitation. Ayub's tyrra-
nioal rule has been replaced
by the martial law administra-
tion. Fortunately the lesson of.
the last upsurge is always before
our people and today, there. is only
one thing which they want, that is, a
complete change of the economic and
social system. No other alterna-
tive, however sweet it may appear to
others, can satisfy them. N.ow, in
order to save themselves from this
crisis, the ruling class has dangled the
bait 6f parliamentary democracy
before the people and has also repea-
led the "One Unit" system.

It is true that one of the major
demands of the NAP was the repeal
of "One Unit", but at the same time
it should also be admitted that the
repeal has not been foHowed by the
establishment or acceptance of the
democratic rights of the peasants,
workers and other hardworking ele-
ments of society. So far as the NAP

. is concerned, it has not admitted the
truth that the struggle has ended.
On the contrary it should continue
till the complete destruction of the
evil forces. But it is a matter of
great regret that, since the last move-
ment, a section of the NAP has been
indulging in anti-NAP activities and
fostering ideologies and programmes
completely inconsistent with those of
the party. For instance:

The aim of the NAP was socialism,
a society without exploitation. But
now Maulana Bhasani has started
preaching Islamic socialism and this
he has done without the prior con-
sent of the organi2lation. Moreover,
his explanation of the "Islamic cultu-
ral revolution" has created much dis-
satisfaction and difference among the
party's workers. Maulana Bhasani has
decided to use religion as a lever in
politics. It signi'fies his betrayal of the
promises he made to- the people.

,These ideas of "Islamic socialism"

Fl\ONT1J!~ .

have sprung from the brain of
Maulana Bhasani. They are enti·
rely his own creation. He never
sought our consent when he took
these decisions. But, today, he asks us
to share these bogus things with him.
. M~lUlana Bhasani says that his
"Islamic socialism" and "IsLamic
cultural revolution" will put an end
to corruption, bribery and other vices.
But we ask him one thing: It you
do not change the present social, ecO-
nomic and administrative system,
how can you put an end to the vices
you dislike? The existing system is
the breeding ground of ,all vices and
disorder. Until and unless. you destroy
this system, you cannot check those
vices. However, Maulana Sahib is
not doing that. On the contrary, he is
indirectly strengthening the reactio-
nary torces in society. Today,
when the poor peasants 'are still groan-
ing under the increasing burden of
oppression and the feudal lords and
moneylenders have still kept the fires
of hell burning in the rural Bengal,
Maulana Bhasani, instead of destroy-
ing this hell, has been trying to divert
the attention of the people in a comp-
letely opposite direction. It is a fore-
gone conclusion that the path he has
shown is not the path of liberation.

The NAP was to stand for commu-
nal harmony. But recently, the spee-
ches Of Maulana Sahib have the seeds
of communal hatred. They have des-
troyed the prestige of the party and
weakened the movement.

Since the beginning of the martial
law administration, some important
problems appeared before us, i.e. the
crisis in the lives of the people, the
proposal of bourgeois parliamentary
elections, the problem of complete
autonomy for East Pakistan and the
problems of different linguistic natio-
nalities of West Pakistan etc. In
order to solve these problems the
NAP should have given a clear-cut
programme, but it has not done so.
As 'a result today the party is in a
cumbrous position.

It should also be noted that
Maulana Bhasani does -not give any
importance to the constitution of the
Party. Rather, he wants to make us

understand that he himself is the
party, the constitution and the Pro-
gramme. The party runs, not accor-
ding to the constitution, but according
to his whims. _~:-r!J

Finally, the ciI;Fumstances ic
which the NAP was born, have
changed altog~ther: The people them-
selves, far whom we are fighting, do
not any longer believe in any stopgap
arrangement. They demand a com-
plete change in the economic system
and the foundation of a social set-up
without exploitation. They demand
a strong leadership which would not
compromise but fight incessantly
against the class enemies.

From my long experience I have
come to this conclusion that
the NAP is not fit for this leadership.
Under these circumstances I have
decided to resign from the party.
Dangerous Delay
... although relief planes were arriv-
ing in Dacca on the average of one
every two hours (a few days after
:the disaster), precious little of the
food, water, \ clothing and medical
care was reaching the isolated survi-
vors who needed it so desperately ...
blankets and medical supplies were
being stored in Dacca warehouses
where they could easily find their
way to the black market. Compas-
sionately, India authorised the Pakis-
tanis to fly across the 1,000 miles of
Indian territory that separates West
Pakisran from .the eastern portion of
the country, but new aircraft-in-
cluding six U.S. helicopters-were
agonizingly slow to arrive. The Pa-
kistani Air Force has twelve C-130
Hercules cargo planes, perfect for ,air
drops but not until a week after the
disaster did one show up to start
parachuting rice to the survivors.

As many peorle in East Pakistan
saw it, the government's sluggish res-
ponse to ,their plight was only the
Jatest chapter in a long history of
injustice, for they have long harbor-
ed the not totaIly unjustified suspi-
cion that the power structure in West
Pakistan-the larger, richer and mOre
influential part of the nation-placed
its own interests before theirs. The
government was condemned far fail-
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office work is highly liable to viola-
tion, (2) the cause of research is
often not considered foremost even
in educational institutions.

Hence the suspicion of the emplo-
yees of Calcutta University of a cus-
tomary written assurance. No doubt,
a computer here will serve many users
in their research problems. On the
basis of past experience, however,
we suggest that the installa-
tion of any computer be deferred till.
the formulation of an agreement to
the satisfaction Of the employees. We
urge that both the research workers
and the employees should strive for
mutual co-operation and understan-
ding in this respect.

Signed by 34 research workers of
Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics,
Calcutta.

Manipur

Being a businessman having dea-
lings in Manipur my visits there are
not infrequent. My last visit was
nve-six months ago.

In contrast to my many previous
visits I observed a growing sense of
insecurity and fear in the minds of
my patrons. This made me apprehen-,
sive of my business prospects there.
Naturally I became inquisitive. My
vague apprehension that grew into
a strong impression was that the out-
siders' who mostly own shops were
increasingly being made targets of
harassment. threats and even violence,
by the local youngsters, with the
tacit backing of the political parties.
Then there was a flare-up in which
the shops of the 'outsiders' were
looted land burnt, private houses
entered and people beaten up. And
all this from an the aIleged teasing
by an 'outsider' of a lOcal girl ,

The fact that the whole of Manipur
On account of such a trifling incident
should be in danger of being thrown
into chaos seems to speak volumes
about' the background to aU this
holocaust. The simmering hatred
against the 'outsiders', which no one
took heed of. turned into iII-wiII and
burst forth.

ing to take more effective flood-con- philanthropic measures afterwards.
trol measures in the first place and' In 1954 the 'yangtse reached an
for waiting five days before officially even higher level than in 1931 (97ft.
proclaiming a state of "major 6tin. at Wuhan instead of 92ft. 9in.
calamity". in 1931) but the damage was incom-

It seemed likely" however, that not parably less thanks to the extensive
even a massive and efficient relief lanti-flood measures undertaken by
operation could have coped fully the Communist Chinese. No figure
with the aftermath of the catastrophe. for the number of deaths is available,
East Pakistan's rice crop was deci- but this time only 40,000 square
mated by the floods, and all reserves miles was inundated and half that
in the area were washed away. Red was saved by prompt drainage in
Cross officials in Dacca believe that time to plant lautumn crops. Life in
100,000 more people' may easily Nanking and Wuhan continued with-
starve to death before aid can reach out disruption.
them. More ominous yet, the water Perhaps the Pakistani Government
supply in many places has turned should take a leaf out of Red China's
bloody and: brackish, and some health book. (The Times)
rofficers, think it is already too late
to halt an epidemic of typhoid or cho- Letters
lera. And in a final awful irony, Computer' On Campus
many of the survivors don't even
have the materials for makeshift A serious and unhealthy situation
shelters to protect themselves from has emerged from the- dispute over
the blazing sun-another hazard of the instaUation of an IBM 1130 com-
life on the northern rim of the Bay puter at the Institute of Radiophysics
of Bengal. (Newsweek, November and Electronics. The authorities are
30) stated to have given an assurance that
It Can Be Done the computer is meant solely for scien-

AppalJing though the losses and tific computation. Past experience
damage caused by the cyclone in shows that these assurances are extre-
East Pakistan are, they do not cOns- mely liable to violation.
titute the "worst natural disaster of When the computer CDC 3600
the century" as the media have too was instaUed at the Tata Institute of
readily assumed. The event which Fundamental Research, Bombay, Mr
can claim this unhappy title was the Nehru declared in Parliament that it
flooding of the River Ylangtse in would be employed for scientific com-
1931. Historically China has always putation alone. But a very large
suffered disaster on a mammoth scale amount Of computer time is being
but this one outstripped them ell in utilised by such companies as Burmah
the death and devastation left in 'its Shell and others. The experience of
wake. Some 3.700,000 people lost some of us with the com-
their lives (mostly through the puter IBM-1620 at CMERI Dur-
famine which foUowed the flooding), gapur, shows that business co'ncerns
and a further 80,000,000 were forc- can utilise the computer time by
ed from their homes. An rarea 01 payment of money while research
123,000 square miles was devastated students are not allowed to work on
(far greater than the area of the the computer outside the nominal
British Isles) 'and the cities of Wu- time aUoted to them yearly even if
han and Nanking were inundated for their institutions are ready to payoff
four months. . the bill. ,

The Chinese Government of the Similar is the situation prevailing
time must bear much of the respon- at most other places. FrOm ,an ana-
sibility for the extent Of the disaster: lysis of all these two conclusions
it was "passive" before and during emerge: ( 1) the promise of the
the floods -and relied heavily on the authorities that a computer will not
International Rf'!ief Commission's be available to business firms or for
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on the anl1'ihila,llionof class enemies
in the name of a beginning for
guerilla activities. There is a world
of difference between killing land-
lords and the anibi·feudal ~Jlruggleof
the peasants. There is also a diffe-
rence between ~ihe ant!i-feuclal
struggle and the struggle for political . .-/'
power. But between lrrlese two there /
is a bridge (a!1d this is very vital for
us) as beween all other forms of
struggle and the political struggle
can only be resolved the military
way-by armed force. There is no
sense cin fighting shy of this MarxiSit
truth. Right from 1857 was it not
this importantl lesson that our poli-
tical leaders had been delibera!~ly
side-tracking? Why continue this
unhappy tradition under new pretext~
even today, when we all llalk in terms
of armed struggle?

Anyway you admit one thing.
Without winning vidlories over the
enemy's armed forces, at least in
limited areas, even if it is in the name
of retaliation, there canno:1 be base
pockets or base areas of any sort.
The question of where and how to
beg-in this job depends on many
factors, both objective and subjec-
tive. It is wrong to advocate a hard
and fas:1 line for all places in our
vast country. Why no'.1 leave it, to
the initiative of those amongst our
people who dare to act, instead of
thruSibing into ~heir ([Hoats a 'line'
which has failed all over and caused
us all so' much loss?

The question of where to begin
and how to begin is a question in
which the broad masses of our people,
who are today s'lraining at the leash,
are also deeply interes''ied. And it
is good (to remember {\hat "ithc
masses are lthe real heroes, 'while we
ourse1vd are often child1ish and
ignorant". It is a fad.1that we have
no experience of revolution;
only after we fake a number of
tumbles and acquire experience that
we will ultimately be able to· win
final victory. In the meant-ime let
us all, as quickly as possible, "get rid
of the baggage" that has accumulated
in our brains over the years and
"start up the machinery" in right
earnest. KUNHIKKALNARAYANAN

Calicut, Kerala

Another contenmon of Mr Madan
Mohan is this: because one has no
base area. one should not combat the
enemy's armed forces outright. So,
one is forced to go ahead with the
job of annihilaNng the class enemies.
Then, only then, things begin lb
happen. "The suppressive forces be-
come aq~ive. against the people."
As cif, the suppressive forces were all
this time remaining inactive agains~
the people! I advise Mr Madan
Mohan to take a trip to our vastl
countryside to see for himself how
the suppressive forces are functioning
there, even in the absence of his so-
called an11ihilation work. Anyway
for the sake of argument, let us
assume thal~ the suppressive forces
are in the beginning very passive and
once you start annihila!ling class
enemies, they become active. Then.
and then only, according to Mr
Madan Mohan, Qne is to retaliate
and once you do this against a force
which by this time is fully alert, you
are supposed t:Q create base pockets
for your guerilla units. This indeed
is naive logic. At first one should
not at:tack tale aimed forces of the
enemy 'outright', because that will
mean underrating him. Besides one
lacks the conditions necessary for self-
preservation-defence-because of the
absence of base areas. So, you kill
jotedars and invite enemy repression
on the people and enemy a11tention
to your presence in the area. Then,
you are supposed to "retaJiate" and
you have base pockets.

May I ask, retaliate against what?
Is it againsq the armed forces of the
enemy or some force which IS un·,
armed? If it cis the armed forces
how can you, Mr Madan Mohan, no~
advise such a course in <the absence
of a base area, which you said earlier
was so necessary fOr self-preserva-
tion? And aga'in what a simple and
a rosy picture you make out of this
process of retaliation. You say, it
direo'cryresults in base pockets for the
guerilla units and these again, when
unified, result in lale Red Army and
Base area. In fact you are
only figMing shy of preparing to face
the enemy's armed forces by insisting

-",1f'1~ ,-

It is now that I realise the tru th
contained in Frontier (August 29)
under the caption 'Unrest in Manipur'
which I had overlooked at the time
of my first r(,ading. Frontier deser-
ves unqualified congratulations for
such an objective, cool and penetrating
analysis of the present malady of
that £ar-off State about whose real
conditions New Delhi seems to be
in the dark.

T. RAMCHANDRA/ Bombay

'War Of Annihilation'

18

This refers to Mr Madan Mohan's
letter of September 19, 1970. In my
letter of August 22, I only refuted
Mr Morris Roy's in'\erpretation of
the "War of Annihilation" and his
adv9cacy of the "line of annihilating
the class enemies i.e. the jotedars."
I never suggested anything about
"political ising the people, arming
them ,in secret, training them so as
to engage IUle army or ,the police
units", nor did I, in my letter, "envi-
sage a process of arming the people
peacefully." All these could there-
fore be ascribed to his own sense
of vision, which is indeed strange.

Apart from his charge that I am
'- not taking -"fillto considen:j'lion 'the

particular context in which the
'tactic' of war of annihilation was
adopted by Chairman Mao, he errs
on two major points. According to
him, because Chairman Mao got a
base with red power, he never insistea
on killing the landlords or class
enemies individually. This literally
means that had it not been for this,
'Chairman,' Mao Kloo would have
!insisted on the same procedure.
This is downright slander. At no
time either before ,t\he establishment
of base areas or after did Chairman
Mao advocatle or insist on killing
landlords or class enemies indivi·
dually. In fact he always stood for
the principle "the less you kill, tlhe
better", even though llhere were many
high-ups in the Chinese party in its
early days who advocated such a line
of action as can be seen in classics
like The Struggle in tIle Chingkang
Mountains. ! l
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